
The BPS GT Simulator provides a fully immersive experience for GT and Touring Car drivers who are 
used to having a roof over their head. The addition of a passenger seat provides an opportunity for 
side-by-side coaching, which has proved to be of great value for amateur drivers wishing to improve 
their craft.

SUCCESS THROUGH SIMULATION

Base Performance Simulators (BPS) is one of the UK’s leading simulation companies, led by three-time Le Mans 
winning Aston Martin factory driver, Darren Turner. 

We use our knowledge and experience of simulation to create bespoke simulators for teams, drivers, professionals, amateurs 
and corporate initiatives. We work with all of our clients to find the perfect simulator solution every time.

OUR GT SIMULATORS INCLUDE:

 A real GT race car chassis

 Full roll cage

 Mechanically-adjustable sliding Alcon 2 or 3-pedal box complete with master  cylinders, calliper, disc, braided steel hoses   
 & fitted with 160 bar hydraulic brake pressure sensor

 Integrated cockpit brake bias adjuster

 25Nm direct drive steering motor - capable of delivering detailed force feedback & replicating real steering    
 torque from any race car

 Choice of steering wheels available: GT4, GT3 or bespoke

 Choice of Cosworth or MoTeC dash display with integrated shift lights

 Custom membrane switch panel allowing control of simulator software from driver’s seat

 Cooling fans and LED cockpit lighting

PRICE: from £103,000 + VAT

You are welcome to visit our facility near Banbury in Oxfordshire where you can see the BPS GT simulator in action. Please call us on 
+44 (0) 1295 276611 or drop us a line at info@baseperformance.net to book an appointment or to chat to one of the team.
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